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What is Upselling?

Upselling is one of the best strategies you can add
to your toolbox to maximize revenue. Every

successful entrepreneur recognizes the incredible
value of upselling and prioritizes it within their

marketing strategy. Over the years, I’ve come up
with a few tips to successfully upsell to my Harper

Ellis extension clients. 
 

But before we get into that, let’s define exactly what
upselling is. Upselling is persuading your client to

upgrade the purchase they were originally planning
to a higher ticket item or service. However, upselling

is not to be confused with cross-selling. Cross-
selling is offering a product or service to

complement the original purchase in question. So
while cross selling would be offering to tone your
clients hair once they’ve committed to getting it

colored, upselling would be convincing your client to
go with two rows of extensions rather than one for

a fuller look. 
 

But both methods are important to good business
and have the potential to bring in significantly more
revenue. Experts estimate that successful upselling

can increase your overall revenue by 10 to 30
percent. 

 



 
 
 
 

For one, upselling to an existing client is significantly easier than selling
to a completely new client, who is unfamiliar to your brand and your
services. In fact, it can be 5 to 10 times easier to upsell to an existing
client who is already considering a purchase than it is to successfully
pitch your business to a completely new client. 

Surveys estimate that only 5 to 10 percent of potential clients will bite
and do business with a company new to them. On the other hand, the
chance of persuading a client to upgrade the product or service they
are already prepared to purchase is 60 to 70 percent. That’s quite the
boost in chances. That makes it 5 to 10 times easier to upsell an
existing client than it is to convert a new client. And we’re all about
working smarter, not harder! Here’s a few strategies I’ve found work
best for me when upselling to clients.

Why is it Important ?



The key to upselling is to be natural and strategic, rather than
pushy and sales-y. Make the product or service that you’re
suggesting as the upsell directly related to the service that

they’re already looking for. If your client is asking about
balayage or highlights, don’t offer to give them a Brazilian

blowout too. Nobody wants to feel pressured in the chair to
spend more money than they originally anticipated. Even if you

are able to push your clients into paying for a service they’re
not completely ready for, more often than not, they will feel

buyer’s remorse after the appointment and be less inclined to
do business with you again. Smart upselling requires patience

and a genuine understanding of your client’s wants, needs, and
struggles. 

 
One way I keep my upselling relevant is by focusing on season-

specific products and treatments. I prioritize promoting
moisturizing and deep conditioning products during the colder,

dryer months, and anti-frizz and anti-sun damage products
during the summer. 

 
 

Tip 1: 
Be Relevant



One of the best ways to encourage clients to upgrade their purchase is to
offer an incentive or reward with the upsell. Upselling can be a challenge
since the client has already walked into the salon with an expectation of
the service they will be receiving and the amount they will be spending.

However, if you can offer your client a discount on the upsell, they will be
more likely to spend more time and money in your chair. 

 

Offer a Reward

Tip 2:



The rule of three is what the best marketers live by. The rule states that our
brains process information better when it’s presented in groups of three. Think
about the most popular marketing slogans: “Just do it,” by Nike, “I’m lovin’ it,”

from McDonalds, and “The few. The proud. The Marines.” They are all phrased in
groups of three. But we can also apply this rule to upselling in the salon. 

 
Try offering your clients three choices when upselling. One being the option they
had organically requested, one being a close alternative, and the third, the dream

product. The goal is to sell the dream product, which should go above and
beyond the client’s needs and increase profit for you. 

 
The key to pitching and selling the “dream product” is to help your client envision
the final result of the product or service. If you are upselling lighter extensions in
time for summer, let the client see how the lighter wefts would look next to their

face. If you are upselling a certain product, let the client try the product out on
their hair during their appointment. Paint a vivid picture of the new product or

service for them. 
 

Tip 3:
The Rule of Three



One of the easiest ways to foster a stronger client relationship and up your future
chances of upselling is to follow up with your client after their appointment. Check in
to see how they are liking the final result a few weeks later and whether or not they

have questions or concerns about their new hair. And of course, ask if they might need
anything else in the future. After each appointment, jot down whether the client

expressed any interest in an upgrade or in future service and incorporate the service
discussed into your follow up communication. 

 
 

Tip 4:
Follow Up 



If your clients wants a haircut and layers to frame their face, offer to add
a partial balayage to highlight and frame their face more. 
If your client wants highlights or has blonde wefts installed, offer to add
shadowing or darker wefts for some more volume and depth.
Alternatively, if your client has dark locks, you can always suggest
highlights (we love this for the warmer months!) or adding lighter wefts. 

Throughout my years of hair styling, I’ve come up with a few go-to
combinations of services that go great together. I’ve put together a short list
of the suggestions I make based on the original service the client is interested
in, but feel free to let your creativity reign as a stylist and come up with your
own combinations. 

 

 
 
 
 

Now for some specifics...



Of course, the goal of upselling is to persuade your clients to upgrade their
services and spend more money. But there’s a golden price range I usually
stick to when I upsell. My rule of thumb: the upsell should be less than half
the price of the original purchase. Clients tend to come in with a budget in
mind. But once they’ve already committed to spending a certain amount of
money, they will rationalize your upsell in comparison to the amount they

already planned to spend. In other words, $70 feels like a much more
reasonable price when it’s compared to the $200 they already made peace

with spending. 

How much is too much?



Happy Upselling, 

Stylists!
You know you have an
amazing brand when
your clients trust you

with their hair and keep
coming back to your

chair. 
 

One of the easiest ways
to grow your business–
and your bank account–

even more is to
introduce your clients to

the best services and
products out there. I
can’t wait to see how
far you can take your

business with the
insights I’ve gained over

the years as a Stylist
and entrepreneur

myself! 
 

Happy upselling,
Stylists! 

 
Cheers to success,

 Terra Harvell


